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1 Introduction

In 19 i3, Goodman presented an extension of ordinary log-linear models for the analysis of

categorical data (Goodman, 1973). He proposed log-linear models which make use of the

information about the causal ordering among the variables. Because of the resemblance

with ordinary path analysis, he named it `a modified path analysis approach'. Hagenaars

(1990, 1993) demonstrated that this method can be used in combination with latent class

models (Goodman, 1974a, 1974b; Haberman, 1979). He showed how to use Goodman's

modified path analysis approach to specify a log-linear path model with latent variables.

Not surprisingly, he named it `a modified Lisrel approach'. Like Lisrel, this model com-

bines a measurement part for the latent constructs with a structural part specifying the

causal relations between the latent variables. A difference with Lisrel is, however, that all

the variables have to be categorical. Moreover, the parameters of log-linear models and

Lisrel have a different meaning. Using this modified Lisrel models may be a disadvantage

if many variables have to be categorized, but, if almost all variables are categorical, the

use of log-linear models is more appropriate. The only assumption that has to be made

about the sampling distribution is that it is (product)multinomial. That is a more realis-

tic assumption for categorical data than the multivariate normality assumption in Lisrel

models

~EM is a program to obtain ma.ximum likelihood solutions for log-linear path models

with latent variables using the EM algorithm (Demster, La.ird and Rubin, 1977). This

is a general iterative algorithm to estimate models with missing data. In models with
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latent variables, the scores on the latent variables are missing for all persons. In the E

step of the algorithm, the data is completed given the observed data and the estimated

parameters from the previous iteration. In the M step, new estimates of the parameters

are obtained using the completed data as if it was the observed data. In the M step, ~EM

uses both the iterative proportional fitting algorithm and the one-dimensional Newton

algorithm, the former to estimate simple (hierarchical) log-linear models, and the latter

to fit RC-association models (Goodman, 1979; Clogg, 1982) and log-linear models with

various kinds of user defined designs.

The program can also deal with another type of missing data, i.e., nonresponse. For

this purpose the approach developed by Fay (1986) is used (see also Baker and Laird,

1988; Hagenaars, 1990; Vermunt, 1988). Fay extended earlier work of Fuchs (1982) by

including response indicators in a log-linear path model. Response indicators are dummy

variables which indicate whether a particular set of manifest variables is responded to or

not. This method not only makes it possible to use incomplete data in the analysis, but

also to analyze the mechanism causing the nonresponse. This response mechanism can be

postulated to be `ignorable' or `nonignorable' (Little and Rubin, 1987).

~EM resembles Hagenaars and Luijkx (1990) program LCAG. The differences between

~EM and LCAG originate from the fact that ~EM is directly developed as a program for

log-linear analysis where latent variables can be included, while LCAG is was developed as

a program for latent class analysis in which a log-linear path model can be specified for the

latent variables. In LCAG, all typical latent class restrictions can be imposed on a model.

However, almost all of them can also be implemented in ~F,M. Although LCAG can also be

used to estimate modified path models with latent variables, ~EM ís more efficient for this

type of models, especially when manifest variables are also included in the modified path

model. Furthermore, ~EM allows the user to impose a grea.t variety of linear restrictions

on the log-linear parameters, while in LCAG restrictions on the log-linear parameters can

only be implemented as far as they can be transformed into restrictions on the latent class

parameters or as far as they correspond with nonsaturated hierarchical log-linear models.

~EM can also be used to estimate log-linear event-history models (or hazard mod-

els) which assume piecewise exponential survival (Laird and Olivier, 1981; Holford, 1980;

Larson, 1984). Estimation of this kind of hazard models can be accomplished with less

data manipulation than with ordinary log-linear analysis programs because a great part
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of the data manipulation is done by ~EM. In i~EM, an event history analysis may contain

multiple episodes. multiple states and time-varying covariates. Moreover, it. is possible to

specify a log-linear path model with missing data for the explanatory variables used in

the event history model. This implies that iEM can deal wit.h a general class of hazard

models with missing information on the covariates. Models with latent covariates, models

with partially observed covariates (Schluchter and Jackson, 1989), models with misclas-

sified covariates (Gong, Whittemore and Grosser, 1990) and models with non-parametric

unobserved heterogeneity (Heckman and Singer, 1982, 1984) can be estimated using ~E~i.

The E step of the version of the EM algorithm which is used to estimate event history

models with missing data differs somewhat from the E step for log-linear models. To

complete the data not only information on the log-linear parameters is used but also on

hazard parameters. In the M step, the same algorithms are used as for the log-linear path

inodel.

In 5ection 2, the log-linear path model will be presented. The hazard model is discussed

in Section 3. The next two sections describe the input and the output of ~EM. The last

section consists of examples of input files.

2 The log-linear path model

A log-linear path model to be estimated by means of ~EM consists generall,y of two parts,

a structural model and a measurement model. The structural model is actually a system

of simultaneous logit models. For that purpose Goodman's modified path analysis ap-

proach is used (Goodman, 19ï3; Fienberg, 1980). However, the difference with Goodman's

method is that eEM can handle both manifest and latent variables. The measurement

part of a model consists of a latent class model (Goodman 1974a, 1974b; Haberman, 1979)

in which the relations between the latent constructs and their indicators are specified.

The type of models that can be estimated by means of ~EM will be demonstrated by

means of an example. Consider a contingency table with eight dimensions. The first two

dimensions perta.in to the latent variables X and Y with indices x and y, and the other

six dimensions perta.in to the manifest variables A, B, C, D, E and F with indices a, b, c,

d, e and f. An observed frequency will be denoted by n, an expected frequency with m,

the sample size with N and an expected probability with ~r, where ~r - m~N. The indices
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Figure 1: Example of a log-linear path model with latent variables

~ ` „`
~' ~, i ~.

C D E F

will be used as subscripts.

Using arrows to indicate a direct effect between two variables, Figure 1 shows the

assumed causal order among the variables used in the example. The model contains 4

structural variables (A, B, X and Y) and four indicators, C and D are indicators for X

and E, F for Y. Furthermore, it can be seen that X it is assumed to be caused by A and

B,andYbyA,BandX.

The structural part of the model consists of two logit models, one in which X is

explained by A and B, and one in which Y is explained by A, B, and X. According to

Goodman's modified path analysis, the effects of A and B on X have to be estima.ted

in marginal table XAB and the effects of A, B and X on Y in the table XYAB. This

implies postulating log-linear model {AB,XA,XB} for marginal table XAB and model

{XAB,XY,YA} for table XYAB. The relation between A and B ha.s to be included

in the model for table XAB because in a logit model the joint marginal distribution of

the explanatory variables has to be fixed. The same applies for the relation between A,

B and X in the model for table XYAB. The inclusion of the effect belonging to the

margin formed by the independent variables makes log-linear models for frequency tables

equivalent to logit models (Fienberg, 1980; Agresti, 1990).
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The following two equations define the structural part of the model

l~g ~xaó

log rrzxyab

AB X XA X B
- aab ~ ~x } uxa ~ ~xb ~

- aXAB ~ uY ~ uXY }'A
xaó y xy ~ 2Lya .

Here, mxab and mxyab denote the expected frequencies of marginal table XAB and XYAB

respectively. The a's are the parameters referring to the fixed margins. The u's denote

ordinary log-linear parameters.

The measurement part of a model defining the relation between the latent variables and

their indicators, can be parameterized in two ways. Firstly, it can be treated as a log-linear

model in which the relation between the latent variables and their indicators is specified.

In the example, model {X~'AB,XC,XD,YE,YF} is postulated for table XY'ABCDEF.

In effect, it is a logit model with C, D, E and F as (multiple) dependent variables and X,

Y, A and B as independent variables. The effect XYAB is incorporated to fix the margin

belonging to the joint independent variables. Moreover, the effect of latent variable X

on indicators C and D and the effect of Y on E and F is included in the model. This

approach is equivalent to Haberman's ( 1979) definition of latent class models. When using

this approach, the same parameterization is used for the structural and the measurement

part of a model. The log-linear model specifying the measurement part of the model is

g y .Í x a6 B ~ u~ -~ uD } ,~E ~ ,uF ~ uXC } ,~XD t uYE } ,uYF10 77tx abcde - a y f xc xd ye yf (3)

The measurement part of a model can also be specified in terms of the ordinary latent

class model (Goodman, 1974a, 1974b), or more precisely, in terms of latent and conditional

response probabilities instead of log-linear parameters. For the example, this leads to

mxyabcdeJ - N ~xyab ~c~xyaó ~d~xyaó ~e~xyaó ~J~xyaó - N ~xyaó ~c~x ~d~x ~ely ~f Iy i (4)

where r~~xyab, for example, denotes the conditional probability that C- c given X- x,

Y- y, A- a and B- 6. Because C depends only on X , it is restricted to vary only with

X. That is the reason that we may replace ~r~~xyab by ~r~~x. The same applies to the other

indicators.
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Both methods to treat the measurement part of a model give the same expected fre-

quencies. It can easily be seen that both parameteriza.tions of the latent class model

implement the assumption of local independence in a somewhat different way. Haberman

(1979) demonstrated that the relation between the conditional response probabilities of

Equation (4) and the u-parameters of Equation (3) is (see also Heinen, 1993)

exp (uC ~- ux~~~
~r~~xyab - ~re~x - ~~ eXp (uc ~ u~ c) .

After imposing the restrictions of Equations ( 1), (2) and ( 3) or (4) on the expected fre-

quencies of the marginal tables XAB, XYAB and X~'ABCDEF, the overall expected

probabilities, denoted by 717.2yabcdef~ can be found using Goodman's modified pat.h analy-

sis equation ( Goodman, 1973)

,~ ~xyab mxyabcdef
mxyabcde f - mxaó

~ycdef nxyabcdef ~cdef nxyabedef
(5)

This equation combines the expected frequencies of the separate submodels for marginal

tables XAB, XYAB and XYABCDEF.

Estimation via the EM algorithm

In log-linear analysis, generally a(product)multinomial sampling distribution is assumed.

In that case, a maximum likelihood solution for the model parameters in the example can

be obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function

log G(~~ - ~f I7Labcdef lOg ~ ~xyabcdef ~ '

abcde `` xy

(6)

Here, 7rxyabcde f denotes an expected probability in the cross-classification including the

latent dimensions. They can be obtained by dividing the corresponding expected frequency

mxyabedef by the sample size N. Note that in (6) the expected probabilities are collapsed

over the dimensions that are missing, i.e., the dimensions pertaining to the latent variables

X and Y.

The EM algorithm is a general algorithm for handling missing data problems (Demster,
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Laird and Rubin, 1977). This two step iterative algorithm maximizes Equation (6) in an

indirect way. In the Expectation-step, the expectation of the complete data. log-likelihood.

conditional on the incompletely observed data and the current parameter estimates is

computed

lOgG(~~ - ~ nxyabcdef lOg~xyabcdef .
xyabcdef

(7)

Here, nxyabcdef denote the conditional expected values of the frequencies in the complete

table, or the conditional expected sufficient statistics. So the E step involves computing

estimates for the unobserved frequencies of the table including the latent dimensions by

Txyabcdef .
nxyabcdef- nabcdef ,~ - nabcde f~xy~abcde f~

~xy ~xyabcdef
(g)

where ~r~y~abcdef is the estimated expected probability that X- x and Y- y given A- a,

B- b, C- c, D- d, E- e and F- f, or in other words, the probability of the missing

data given the observed data. It is calculated using the estimated expected probabilities

resulting from the M step of previous EM iteration.

In the Maximization-step, the conditional expected log-likelihood function (7) is max-

imized to get improved estimates for the expected frequencies. This implies using the

conditional expected frequencies in the complete table XYABCDEF, the ~xyab~def, as if

they were observed.

Hierarchical log-linear models are estimated via the iterative proportional fitting algo-

rithm (IPF). This algorithm adjusts the estimated expected frequencies to the observed

marginal distributions which have to be reproduced according to the model, or in other

words, to the minimal sufficient statistics (Fienberg, 1980, Agresti, 1990). Of course, in

models with missing data, the conditional expected minimal sufficient statistics have to

be used because the sufficient statistics are not observed.

~E~1 can also be used to fit RC-association models (Goodman, 1979; Clogg, 1982; Xie,

1992). This makes it possible to impose a special structure on the second-order interaction

parameters, like, for example, log-multiplicative rows and columns effects. Moreover,

several types of user defined designs may be specified. This can be useful, for example,
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for imposing linear constrains or equality constraints on the log-linear parameters. R,C-

association models and user defined designs are fitted via the one-dimensional Newton

algorithm (Goodman, 1979; Andersen, 1990). This algorithm differs from the ordinary

Newton-R.aphson algorithm in that it adjusts only one para.meter at a time instead of

adjusting all of them simultaneously. It uses only the diagonal elements of the Hessian

matrix to compute the adjustment factors for the parameters. So it is not necessary to

invert the complete Hessian matrix which can be a time consuming activity. Moreover, it

can be proven that IPF is a special case of this algorithm.

The algorithm used in ~EM is a modified version the true EM algorithm because the

M step always consists of only one iteration. So generally the complete data likelihood is

not maximized but only improved within a particular M step. This is a special case of the

so-called GEM algorithm which states that every increase in the complete data likelihood

also leads to an increase of the incomplete data likelihood we actually want to maximize

(Demster, Laird and Rubin, 1977; Little and Rubin, 1987). Rai and Matthews (1993) call

this version of the EM algorithm the EM1 algorithm. In fact, the algorithm which is used

in ~EM is also a version of the ECM algorithm (Meng and Rubin, 1993). In the ECM

algorithm, the M step is replaced by a conditional maximization (CM) step. Conditional

maximization implies that instead of improving all the parameters simultaneously, subsets

of parameters are updated fixing the other ones at their previous values. This is just what

is done by IPF and by the one-dimensional Newton algorithm. Meng and Rubin (1993)

state that such simple and stable linear convergence methods are often more suitable for

the M(or CM) step of the EM (or ECM) algorithm than superlinear converging but less

stable algorithms like Newton-Raphson. This GEM, EM1 or ECM algorithm converges

in nearly the same amount of iterations as the true EM algorithm. This makes it much

faster than the true EM algorithm, especially in applications where a real M step would

need many iterations to converge.

In ~EM, first the structural part of a model is estimated. So for the example, first model

{AB,XA,XB} is fitted for marginal table XAB and model {XAB,YA,XY} for marginal

table XYAB. In the default setting, the measurement part of a model is treated as in

Equation (4). Estimates for the conditional response probabilities are also be found via

IPF. The ~r~~xyab, for example, are calculated after fitting log-linear model {XYAB,XC}

to marginal table XYABC. This assures that C depends only on X. The estimated
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conditional probabilities are found by

mxyabc
~c~xyab - ~c~x - .

~c ~xyabc

As mentioned above, the measurement model may also be specified using the parame-

terization from Equation (3). This implies fitting model {XYAB,XC,XD,~'E,YF} for

table XYABCDEF. The equivalence of both approaches can be demonstrated by the

collapsibility theorem (Fienberg, 1980). It is easy to see that C, D, E and F are mu-

tually independent given X , Y, A and B. This is the reason that it does not make any

difference ~i~hether the relation between, for example, C and X is estimated in marginal

table XYABC or in table X~'ABCDEF. Estimating the relation between C and X in

the table which is collapsed over D, E and F is just what is done to get the conditional

response probabilities ~~~xyab'

Both methods to treat the measurement model are implemented in ~EA1 because both

have specific advantages. More precisely, Haberman's latent class approach (Equation

3) uses less computer time, while Goodman's approach (Equation 4) uses less computer

memory.

An additional remark has to be made with regards to the specification of the mea-

surement model. If the model is specified by means of Equation 3, it is also possible to

combine the models for marginal tables XYAB and XYABCDEF. This results from the

collapsibility theorem. In that case, we would get model {XAB,YA,XY,XC,XD,I'E,YF}

for table XYABCDEF. So in fact the model for marginal table X~'AB is a redundant

modified path step. Fortunately, in most cases the inclusion of redundant modified path

steps will lead the same results. However, there is one exception, namely when the mar-

gin belonging to the redundant modified path step contains observed zeroes which lead

to fitted zeroes that would otherwise not have occurred. In the example, this cannot be

the case because the `observed' margin ~cdef nxyabcdef can only contain observed zeroes

if the zeroes occur in margin AB. In that case, we will also have `observed' zeroes in the

observed margin ~ycdef nxynbcdef which is fixed in the non-redundant specification.

Let us clarify the problem of the inclusion of redundant modified path steps using

another example. Suppose we want to estimate a model for four variables A, B, C and

D which are measurements of the same concept at different points in time. A first order
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semi-Markov model can be estimated directly by specifying model {AB, BC, CD} for the

complete table. This model can also be specified as a modified path model consisting

of models {AB}, {AB, BC}, {ABC, CD} for marginal tables AB, ABC and ABCD

respectively. However, in that case, fitted zeroes can occur as a result of observed zeroes

in the margin ABC. This would of course be wrong because they do not occur in the

non-redundant specification. So if fitted zeroes occur, one must check whether it is the

result of the inclusion of redundant modified path steps.

After obtaining new estimated expected frequencies for marginal tables XAB, XYAB

and XYABCDEF, the overall estimated expected frequencies can be obtained by a

slightly modified version of Equation (5),

,~ mxyaó m xyabcdef
~xyabcdeJ - ~xab - mxaó ~y~xab ~cdef ~xyaó ~

~,y mxyab ~cdef m xyabcdef

Here, the observed frequencies appearing in the denominator of Equation (5) are replaced

by the estimated expected frequencies. This is necessary because of the modified version of

the EM algorithm by ~EM. In case of a true EM algorithm, ~y r"rmxyab -~ycdef nxyabcdef

and ~cdef mxyabcdef - ~cdef nxyabcdef .

In the next E step, the improved estimates for the expected frequencies, rn~yabcdef~ are

used again to obtain new estimates for the unobserved frequencies, nxyab~def. The EM

iterations continue until a convergence criterion or a maximum number of iterations is

reached. In ~EM the convergence criterion is satisfied if the increase in the log-likelihood

function (6) is less than some value.

~EM produces the start values needed for the first EM iteration. In the default setting,

the initial values for the log-linear parameters for the structura.l part of a model are all

equal to 0. In other words, all estimated expected frequencies are 1. The start va.lues for

the log-linear effects in the measurement model take on random values between -0.25 and

0.25. Start values unequal to 0 are necessary for the log-linear parameters including latent

variables because otherwise these parameter remain equal to 0.
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Nonresponse

In the case of nonresponse, the E step is a little bit more complex because the data have to

be completed in a different way for every subgroups. A subgroup is formed by the subjects

who responded to the same subset of manifest variables. If, for example, both C and E

are missing for some respondents, we have two subgroups, i.e., subgroup ABCDEF and

subgroup ABDF. The observed frequencies for these subgroups are denoted by nab~def

and nabdf respectively.

~E1~I uses Fay's (1986) method to treat nonresponse. This method uses so-called re-

sponse indicators. These are dummy variables which indicate whether a specific set of

variables is responded to or not by a particular subgroup. In this example, one response

indicator has to be defined which indicates whether C and E are responded to or not. We

shall denote this indicator with k' with index k, where Ií - 1 means that C and E are

observed and Ii - 2 means that C and E are missing. It will be clear that the subgroups

can be identified by the levels of K. Vermunt (1988) generalized the E step proposed by

Fay for models with response indicators to models in which not only manifest variables but

also latent variables are included (see also Hagenaars, 1990). In that case, the conditional

expectation of the complete data can be obtained by

.
~lxyabcdef - nabcdef ~xy~labcdef ~

~.
n2xyabcdef - nabdf ~xyce~2abdf '

For Ii - 1, the E step is the same as in Equation (8). For lí' - 2, however, not only the

scores on the latent variables have to be estimated, but also the scores on C en E.

The response indicators can be used in the structural model in the same way as the

other structural variables. This makes it possible to specify a causal model for the response

mechanism. If the response indicator K depends only on the manifest variables that are

fully observed (A, B, D and F), the response mechanism is postulated to be ignorable,

otherwise it is assumed to be nonignorable (Little and Rubin, 1987; Fay, 1986; Baker and

Laird, 1988).
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3 The hazard model

~EM can also be used to estimate piecewise exponential survival models-or piecewise

constant hazard models-with categorical covariates. Holford (1980) demonstrat.ed that

the likelihood for piecewise exponential survival data is proportional to both the Poisson

and the multinomial likelihood. Therefore, this type of hazard models-which are some-

times also called log-rate models-may be estimated using the same methods as log-linear

models for frequency tables. Laird and Olivier (1981) gave an extended discussion of the

flexible log-linear approach towards hazard modelling.

~EM can handle hazard models with time-varying covariates. with multiple spells and

with multiple risks (Larson, 1984). However, the main extension of ~EM in comparison

with existing programs is that it can be used to estimate models with all kinds of missing

information on the covariates. It can handle partial nonresponse (Schluchter and Jackson,

1989), latent or indirectly measured covariates, unobserved covariates or non-parametric

unobserved heterogeneity (Heckman and Singer, 1982, 1984) and misclassified covariates

(Gong, Whittemore and Grosser, 1990).

By means of the log-linear path model discussed in Section 2, a model can be specified

for the (potential) covariates. It will be clear that such a model can contain all kinds of

missing data. After specifying a log-linear model for the (potential) covariates a hazard

model is specified in which also latent variables and variables with partial nonresponse

can be incorporated as explanatory variables.

Suppose that one would like to use the latent variables X and Y and the manifest

variables A and B as explanatory variables in a hazard model for a single transition. Also,

for simplicity it is assumed that all covariates are fixed (not varying with time). The time

variable will be denoted by T with index t. The model for the hazard rates might be

Fxyabt T X Y A B XTlog hxyabt - log - u~ ut } ax f uy ~ na ~ ub f uxt .
e xyabt

(9)

Here, hxyabt denotes the expected hazard rate in time interval T- t for persons belonging

to X- x, Y- y, A- a and B- b. It is equal to the expected number of failures divided

by the total exposure time, denoted by F~yabt and exyabt respectively. The hazard model

defined by Equation (9) resembles an ordinary log-linear model. The only difference is
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that the `dependent variable' is not a frequency but a rate. That is the reason that these

models are sometimes called log-rate models. However, Equation (9) can also be written

as

T I Y A B .1Tlog Fxyabt - log exyabt f n f ut -F ux ~- uy f ua ~ ub ~- uxt . (10)

This is an ordinary log-linear model for a frequency table in which the logarithm of the

exposure time in a particular cell is included as a fixed effect. In this example, the hazard

rate depends on T, X, Y, A and B. Moreover, an interaction effect between XT is

included, which implies a non-proportional hazard rate.

The data for estimating a hazard model differs from the data used for the log-linear

path models discussed in the previous sections. In addition to information on the observed

covariates for which a log-linear model may be specified, information is needed on the time

that an event or censoring occurred. If the analysis consists of a single non-repeated event

without time-varying covariates, the data can be represented by a cross-classification.

Otherwise, individual records must be considered.

Let fatcdeft denote the observed number of failures in T- t among persons with values

a, b, c, d, e and f on variables A, B, C, D, E and F. Let cabcdeft denote the observed

number of censored cases in time interval t. The observed frequencies nabcdef which are

used in the log-linear model can easily be found by

nabcdef - ~ ~fabcdeft ~ Cabcdeft~ .
t

The data for an event history analysis is in fact a classification of the persons in the cells

of the observed table ABCDEF by a time variable T and by a variable indicating failure

or censoring. This censoring indicator, which takes the value 0 for censored observations

and the value 1 for failures, will be denoted by b.

Estimation via the EM algorithm

The likelihood function that has to be maximized by simultaneous estimation of the log-

linear and the hazard parameters is made up of a mixture of the probability density
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function for the survival data and a multinomial density. For the example used here, the

log-likelihood function is

log ~(h,n) - ~ I fabcdef t l~g ~ hxyabt Sxyabt ~xyabcde f
abcde f t IL xy

f Cabcdeft 1og ~ Sxyabt ~xyabcdef .
xy

Here, Sxyabt denotes the expected survival probability up to T- t. It can be obtained

using the expected hazard rates by the well known relation

Sxyabt - eXP - ~ hxyaózbzf ~

z

where ózt is the mean exposure time in time interval z for persons who failed in time

interval t. The first term of Equation (11) is the contribution to the likelihood of the

persons who failed. The second term belongs to the censored observations. Note that the

product of the survival density and the multinomial density for the complete table has to

be summed over the dimensions that are missing.

If all covariates are observed, obtaining maximum likelihood estimates for the model

parameters of Equation (10) is straightforward. However, if some information on the

covariates is missing, maximizing (11) is more complicated. The EM algorithm is one of

the candidates to be used for that purpose. In the previous section we already discussed

the ba.sic principles of the EM algorithm. However, the E step to be used here differs

somewhat from the E step for log-linear models with missing data because also the available

information on the hazard parameters has to be used to complete the data. It is explained

by Schluchter and Jackson (1989) for models with partially observed covariates and by

Gong, Whittemore and Grosser for models with misclassified covariates. Moreover, it

is essentially the same as the E step of the EM algorithm proposed by Heckman and

5inger (1982, 1984) for hazard models with non-parametric unobserved heterogeneity.

The conditional expectation of the complete data log-likelihood is

log ,C~h,,~) - log G~h) f log G~~) , (12)
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where

log G~h~ -

and

~{ fxyabt lOg hxyabt } [lxyabt ~ ~xyabt J lOg sxynbt 1xyabf

~ {fxyabt l~g ~xyabt - exyabf~xyabt }
xyabt

lOg,C(~r~ - ~ nxyabcdef lOg ~xyabcdef -
xyaócdef

The first term of Equation (12) pertains to the hazard model. The second term, which

is equal to Equation (7), pertains to the log-linear path model for the (potential) covari-

ates. The E step involves estimating the unobserved number of events and the unobserved

number of censored cases in the complete table XYABT, denoted by fxyabt and cxyabt

respectively. They can be used to compute the matrix with exposure times, êxyabt. More-

over, the unobserved frequencies nxyabcdef to be used for the log-linear path model for the

(potential) covariates have to be computed.

Using simple probability calculus, we can derive the probability of the missing data

given the observed data, P(x, y ~ t, ó, a, b, c, d, e, f). The contribution to complete data

density, P(x, y, t, b, a, b, c, d, e, f), has to be divided by the contribution to the incomplete

data density, P(t, ó, a, b, c, d, e, f)-~xy P(x, y, t, ó, a, b, c, d, e, f). This yields the follow-

ing set of posterior or conditional probabilities evaluated at the current estimates frxyabcdef

and hxyabt

Pxy~abcdef t

~
hxyabtsxyabt ~xyabcdef

~xy hxyabtsxyabt ~xyabcdef

Sxyabt ~xyaócdef
~xy~abcde f t - ~ .

~,xy Sxyabt ~xyabcde f

Here, pxy~ab~deft is the probability that someone failing at T- t and with covariate values

A-a,B-b,C-c,D-d,E-eandF- f hasvaluesxandyonXand

Y'. The ~xy~abcdeft are the conditional probabilities for the persons who where censored.
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Schluchter and Jackson (1989) replace ~rxyabcdef b3' ~xy~abcdef in these equations. These

are the posterior probabilities used in the E-step for log-linear models discussed in the

previous section (see Equation 8). However, it does not make any difference because the

only thing that happens is that both the numerator an the denominator are divided by

~xy ~xyabcde f '

The conditional probabilities are used to estimate the incomplete covariate information.

The conditional expected number of failures in the complete table are

lxyabt - ~ fabcdeft Pxy~abcdeft ~

cdef

and the number of subjects which are censored

~xyabt - ~ ~abcdeft ~xy~abcdeft -
cdef

The conditional expected exposure times in time interval z can be obtained by

exyabz - ~ [fxyabt ~ ~xyabt] bzt ~

where bzt is the mean exposure time in time interval z for persons who failed in time

interval t. And finally, the conditional expected values of the unobserved frequencies to

be used to estimate the log-linear model can be computed by

nxyabcdef - ~ ~Jabcdeft Pxy~abcdeft } Cabcdeft Kxy~abcdeft~ -
t

In the M step, the conditional expected log-likelihood function (12 ) has to be maximized.

Because the likelihood can be partioned into a part belonging to the log-linear model

and a part belonging to the hazard model, the log-linear parameters and the hazard

parameters can be estimated separately. Improved estimates for the parameters of the

log-linear path model are obtained as discussed in the previous section using the nxyabcdef

as observed data. Improved estimates of the parameters of the hazard model are obtained

using fxyabt and êxyabt as the observed data. The same estimation methods are used as
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for the log-linear path model, i.e., IPF and the one-dimensional Newton algorithm. As

demonstrated in Equation (10), a piecewise exponential survival model with categorical

covariates is equivalent to an ordinary log-linear model where the numbers of failures are

the frequencies and the exposure times are fixed efiects. Moreover, it be can be proved

that G~h~ is proportional to the Poisson likelihood (Holford, 1980; Laird and Olivier, 1981).

Extensions

The example consisted of a hazard model for a single non-repeated event without time-

varying covariates. However, t?EM can also be used to estimate models with time-varying

covariates, multiple transitions and multiple spells. In these more complex models, it is

not practical anymore to represent the data in the form of a contingency table. That's why

individual records will be used, which contain information on the tiine-invariant covariates,

the time-var,ying covariates and the time transition(s) and~or censoring occurred. The

index i will be used to denote a particular subject. Because i refers to the covariate and

duration values of a particular subject, it can be used instead of the indices a, b, c, d, e,

f and t.

If tirrae-varying covariates are included in a hazard model, it must be taken into account

that the risk-set to which a particular subject belongs may change between or even within

time intervals. This has implications for the computation of the survival probabilities S

and the exposure times e. Suppose we have one time-varying variable G with index g.

The survival probability for person i can be obtained by

Sxyi - exP - ~ hxyaógzbigz

9z

where ó;gz is the exposure time of subject i with G- g in time interval z. The individual

posterior probabilities pxy~; are computed by

á, .
jlxyi Sxyt 7Cxyt

xy~i - ~xy ~~y:s,xyt ~xyt i~ ~

where bt denotes a censoring indicator, which takes the value 0 for a censored observation

and the value 1 for a failure. Note that as a result of the use of this censoring indicator, it
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is not necessary anymore to use distinct equations to compute the conditional probabilities

for censored cases and failures. The table with exposure times can be obtained b}~

exyaógz - ~ Pxy~i bigz ~
igz

As appears from this equa.tion, a time-varying covariate is treated in almost the same way

as the time variable.

The model can also be extended to allow for all kinds of multiple transitions or multiple

risks, like, for example, competing risks. In models with more than a single transition,

an additional variable is included in the hazard model. The categories of this additional

variable are formed by the various transitions t.o be analyzed (Larson, 1984). This risk

variable may be used for the model specification in the same way as the covariates and

the time variable. This makes it very easy to specify models with all kinds of restrictions

between the hazard rates for distinct transitions. Another difference with models with

only one transition is that now it has to be reckoned with that a subject can belong to the

risk-set of various transitions. This implies that the hazard rates for all the transitions for

which the subject concerned is at risk have to be summed when calculating the individual

survival probabilities

Sxyi - exp - ~ hxyaózr bizr ~

where r denotes the index of the risk variable R, and bivr is the exposure time of subject

i to risk r in time interval z. Moreover, a subject will contribute to the exposure times of

all the transitions which are possible from the state which it occupies. In this case, the

table with exposure times is obtained by

exyabzr - ~ Pxy~i bizr .

izr

The model can also be generalized to handle multiple spells or repeated events. However,

in that case, ~EM assumes that the spells are conditionally independent, i.e., they are

independent given the variables and the information on the preceding event history to be

zr
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used as covariates. If the assumption of conditional independence holds, the contribution

of subject i to the first part of the complet.e data likelihood is just the product of the

contribution of every spell

H,

G(h~~yt~ - ~ hTythSxyih i

h-1

where h is the subscript for the spells, H; is the number of spells for subject i and ó~h

is a spell specific censoring indicator. Note that this quantity must be used to calculate

the individual posterior probabilities pxy~; which are used to complete the covariate infor-

mation. Of course, when calculating the table with failures and with exposure times, all

the H; spells have to be considered. This can be accomplished by simply summing the

contribution of the H; individual spells.

Obviously, the three extension discussed here can be used simultaneously. So ~EM

can be used to estimate models with time-varying covariates, multiple spells and multiple

transitions.

Although the example was one of a hazard model with latent or indirectly observed

covariates, ~EM can also be used to handle other kinds of missing information on the

covariates, i.e., nonresponse, unobserved heterogeneity and misclassified covariates.

Models with non-parametric unobserved heterogeneity (Heckman and Singer, 1982,

1984) are almost equivalent to models with latent covariates. The only difFerence is that

the unobserved heterogeneity is assumed not to be correlated with the other covariates to

be used in the hazard model. 5o a log-linear model has to be specified for the covariates

in which the relations between manifest variables are saturated and in which the latent

variable is independent of the manifest variables. It should be stressed that these kind

of models may not be identified. Generally, identification may be realized by specifying

a particular functional form for the duration dependence or by analyzing multiple spell

data.

Models with misclassified covariates (Gong, Whittemore and Grosser, 1990) are also

almost equivalent to models with latent covariates. In fact, a latent class model is postu-

lated with just as much latent variables as misclassified covariates. Each latent variable

has onl,y one indicator, i.e., the misclassified variable concerned. Moreover, generally some
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conditional response probabilities are fixed to be equal to 0 to assure identifiability.

In models with partially observed covariates (Schluchter and Jackson, 1989), the com-

pletion of the data in E step of the algorithm differs a bit from models with latent covari-

ates. More precisely, the data have to be completed in a different way in every subgroups.

This implies that like in the example discussed in Section 2 a different set of posterior

probabilities is needed for every subgroup. Instead of summing over the latent variables

X and Y in the denominator of the formula for the posterior probabilities, we must sum

over the variables that are missing for the subgroup concerned.

So far, the simultaneous estimation of a hazard model and a log-linear path model

for the relations between the (potential) covariates is discussed from the point of vie~~~

of hazard analysis. It has been demonstrated how to identify a set of latent covariates

b,y specifying a nonsaturated log-linear for the relationships among the covariates which

are used in a hazard model. However, this combined log-linear and hazard modelling

framework can also be approached from the point. of view of log-linear analysis. In that

case, the hazard model is just a method to incorporate information on the timing of events

in a causal log-linear model. It can be used, for example, to construct a latent typology

in which both information on the timing of particular events and categorical variables are

used as indicators.
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4 Description of the input

-~EM is written in Turbo Pascal 6.0. It uses dynamic memory allocation and a ma.the-

matical co-processor if available.

- The program is started with LEM cinput file~ Goutput file~. A help screen will appear

if less then two parameters are given after LEM.

- The program treats the input cards case sensitive. The commands have to be in lower

case, while it is recommended to use upper case labels for the variables.

- Only the fcrst three characters of each command are significant.

- The input is read in free format. Both spaces and commas can be used as separation

characters.

- Comment can be put everywhere in the input file. Comment starts with an asterisk `~".

When such a character is encountered in the input file, the rest of the line is treated as

comment.

- In the input file, a log-linear path model, a hazard model, the input format and all kinds

of settings may be specified, in this order.

4.1 Commands to specify a causal log-linear model

The commands described in this section have to be used in the order they are presented,

except the commands `res', `lat' and `man', which may interchanged. It will be mentioned

when a command is required. Moreover, if a command is optional, the default setting will

be mentioned.

. res(ponse) Gnumber of response indicators~

- Default: 0.

. lat(ent) Gnumber of latent variablesl

- Default: 0.

. man(ifest) or var(iables) Gnumber of manifest variables~

- Default: 0.

. dim(ensions) Gthe number of categories of all variables~

- This command is required when res~lat-}-man greater than 0.
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- The response indicators first, then the latent variables and then the manifest. vari-

ables.

- Note that the index of the last variable changes fastest when reading the observed

frequencies.

. lab(els) Glist of labels for all the variables~

- The order is the same as in dimensions.

- A label has to have a length of just 1 character.

- It is recommended to use upper case characters or numbers to prevent confusion

with the commands.

- default: - response indicators: Ií", L, M etc.

- latent variables: X, ~' and Z.

- manifest variables: A, B, C, etc.

. sub(groups) Glist of subgroupsl

- If the number of response indicators is greater than 0, then the nonresponse sub-

groups have to be defined. The number of subgroups is equal to the product of the

number of categories of the response indicators.

- For every subgroup the manifest variables whose scores are not missing have to be

specified.

- The order in which the subgroups are specified determines the meaning of the re-

sponse indicators.

- If all manifest variables are missing in the last subgroup a`-' has to be used.

. ind(icators) Glist of manifest variables~

- If the number of latent variables is greater than 0, you may specify which manifest

variables are only indicators for the latent variables. In other words, which manifest

variables are not included in the structural model.

- This command has to be used together with the command `measurement-rnodel'

if equation 4 is used for the measurement part of a model.

- Default: no indicators.

. str(uctural~nodel) or mod(del) Cmarginal tablel {Glog-linear effectsl} ran(dom)

Gmarginal table~ {Glog-linear effects~} ran(dom)
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etc.

- Using this command you can specify a modified path model for the structural vari-
ables. The structural variables consist of the response indicators, the latent variables
and the manifest variables which are not an indicator.

- First, the marginal table concerned has to be specified. Note that every addi-

tional marginal table that is specified must contain all the variables of the previous

marginal table. If no marginal table is specified, it is assumed to be the table con-

taining all structural variables.

- Then the log-linear model for the marginal table concerned is specified between

braces (`{' and `}'). Actually, the fixed margins of the variables belonging to the

previous marginal table have to be included in the model to get a logit model (or

modified path model). However, here it is not necessary because it is included au-

tomatically to avoid errors in the model specification.

- If no hierarchical effect is specified between the braces for the first marginal table,

a model with only the mean effect will be estimated.

- User defined designs and association models (see sections 4.3 and 4.4) can also be

included in the structural model.

- You continue until the last marginal table is reached.

- If you put the command ran(dom) behind the braces, random start values will be

generated for the log-linear parameters for the marginal table concerned. This is

necessary, for example, when the measurement model is specified within the struc-

tural part of the model (equation 3) instead of using the commands `indicators' and

`measurementsnodel'. In the default setting, the start values for all log-linear pa-

rameters are 0, or for the multiplicative effects 1.

- Default: a saturated model for the marginal table containing all the structural

variables.

. mea(surementsnodel) {Clog-linear effects~}

- When the number of latent variables is greater than 0 and one or more of the

manifest variables are specified to be indicators, then it is possible to specify a mea-

surement model.

- The log-linear effects between the latent variables and the indicators have to be
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specified between braces (`{' and `}').

- The log-linear model consists of interaction effects among one or more structural

variables and just one indicator. So, both the latent variables and the other struc-

tural variables may be used here as independent variables. Moreover, just one in-

dicator is allowed within an effect because otherwise the assumption of local inde-

pendence would not be valid anymore. This implies that local dependence models

(Hagenaars, 1988) must be estimated via the structural model.

- Default: all latent variables are related to all indicators.

4.2 Commands to specify an event history model

The following commands can be used after the commands specifying t.he log-linear model

to specify a piecewise constant hazard model. This model may consist of multiple spells

and multiple transition. Moreover, both fixed and time varying covariates can be used.

. tim(e) Gnumber of time intervals~categoriesl [Gbegin points~)

- This option specifies the number of time categories for the piecewise exponential

survival model. Moreover, you can specify the begin points of the time categories.

Obviously, the specified begin points are the end point of the previous time interval.

The end points are included in the interval, while the begin points are excluded.

The first interval normally starts with the value 0. So, if the second interval starts

with the value 3, everyone with a failure time of 1, 2 or 3 fails in the first interval

because the value 3 is included in de first time interval.

- If you use the option to specify the begin points (or end points) of the time cat-

egories, you must specify one begin point more then the number of time intervals.

The last specified begin point serves as end point for the last time interval.

- Default: 1(-exponential survival), begin points 0 and 10000.

- Even if you specify the number of time categories, the second part remains optional.

In that case, the default is: 0 to number of time categories.

. ris(ks) Gnumber of statesl [Corigin state~,Gdestination state~] [...,...) etc.

- This option specifies the number of states and the transitions or events to be

analyzed.

- The states are numbered from 0 to the number of states minus 1. The transitions
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to be analyzed are specified between brackets `[. ..,. ..]'.

- Time-varying covariates can be included in the model by defining them as different

(sub)states. So, the number of states will generally be equal to the product of the

number of categories of the time-varying covariates and the states which define the

events.

- Default: 2 states and one transition, namely [0,1].

. haz(ard-model) Ctable~ {chazard modell} ran(dom)

- By means of this command the hazard model has to be specified.

- The label `T' is used for the time variable. If there are several transition to be

analyzed simultaneously, label 'R' is used for the transitions or risks.

- It is optional to specif,y the table for which you want to estimate the hazard model.

It may be useful if you want to compare chi-square statistics across model with

different covariates. If you do not use this option, the table will consist only of the

variables which are actually used in the hazard model.

- The hazard model is specified in the same way as a log-linear model. User defined

designs can also be used in a hazard model.

. zer(o)

- This command sets the time to zero after every event. This makes it possible to

use the duration since the last event, or waiting time, as the time variable without

the necessity to make a new record for every spell.

- Default: the time continues after an event.

. exp(osure-time) Ca number ~0 and C-1~

- This command makes it possible to specify the (mean) exposure time in the time

unit in which censoring or an event occurs.

- Default: it is assumed that the event occurs at the end of the time unit. This

implies an exposure time of 1.

If table format input is used, the index of the time variable must vary first. The table

with failures is read first for all subgroups and the table with censored observations next.
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4.3 Association models

Using ~EM the RC-association models developed by Goodman (1979), Clogg (1982) and

Xie (1992) can be defined in the structural part of the model. These models can be used

to impose specific restrictions on the bivariate interactions terms. An association model

has to be specified within the braces `{}' of the str(uctural~nodel). By means of ~EM

three different types of associat.ion models can be estimated:

. assl(Grow marginl,Ccolumn marginl,Cgroup marginl,Cmodell,Gsymmetry~,

C~ of row-effects~,G~ of column effects~,G~ of group effects~)

- this is Goodman's RC-association model, type I or log-linear

. ass2(...)
- this is Goodman's RC-association model, type II or log-multiplicative

. ass~(...)

- this is Xie's RC-association model, a log-linear interaction effect with a multiplica-

tive group effect

- The log-multiplicative association models ass2(. ..) and ass3(. ..) are only available in

models without latent variables and without response indicators.

- In the assl(. ..) and ass3(. ..) interactions, the fixed row and column scores have a mean

of 0 and a mutual distance of 1. In the ass2(. ..) interactions, the scores which are random

parameters sum to 0 and have a standard deviation of 1, i.e., the sum of squares equals

the number of rows~columns.

- Note that the association models restrict the second order interaction terms. This implies

that the first order interaction terms for the row variable and the column variable must

be incorporated in the model too.

- First, the row variable(s) and the column variable(s) must be specified. The specification

of the group variable(s) is optional. In the default setting, the group is formed by the

remaining variable(s) in the marginal table concerned.

- The model specifications consists of a number and a letter, for example, `4a'.

. 2. linear by linear interaction

. 3. row effects model
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. 4. column effects model

. 5. ro~~- and column effects model

. 6. equal row and column effects model

- The meaning of the numbers is the following:

. a. homogeneous (2,3,4,5,6)

. b. simple heterogeneous (2,3,4,5,6)

. c. heterogeneous row and~or column (3.4,5,6)

. d. heterogeneous column (5)

. e. heterogeneous row and column (5)

- The models 2 to 5 are the same as in the article of Clogg (1982). In model G, the ro~~~

and column effects are constraint to be equal.

- The numbers between parentheses indicate which numbers may be applied in combina-

tion with which letter when specifying an association model.

-`Homogeneous' implies that the row and~or column effects are equal for all groups, while

`heterogeneous' implies that they differ per group. `Simple heterogeneous' is situated be-

tween homogeneous and heterogeneous: the row and~or column effects are equal for every

group but the association parameters, which can be log-linear (assl) or log-multiplicative

(ass2 and ass3) differ per group.

- Equality constraints on the row and~or column effects in different partial associations

can be imposed by means of Csymmetry~. Clogg uses the terrn symmetric models for

models with these kinds of restrictions.

. a. symmetric row and~or column effects (3,4,5,6)

. b. symmetric row effects (5)

. c. symmetric column effects (5)

If the parameter Csymmetry~ is used, the row and~or column effects for the partial as-

sociation concerned are restricted to be equal to the effects for the same variable in the
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other partial association where csymmetryl is used.

- By specifying the number of different scores, equality restrictions can be imposed on

the row and~or column effects~scores (this part of the command is optional). Moreover,

equality restrictions can be imposed across groups: in model b on the association param-

eters and in models c, d and e on both the association parameters and the row and~or

column effects. A 0 means no restrictions, any other number between 1 and the number of

rows~columns~groups means that equality restrictions are imposed. If this option is used

in combination with the previous one (symmetry), the restriction must be specified in the

first partial association where the row~column concerned appears.

- The score~effect numbers for the rows~columns~groups are read from the design matrix

specified with des. They are read in the order they are specified, after the user defined

designs for the marginal table concerned (see also section 4.4). A design for restricted ro~~.

or column scores consists of numbers between 1 and the number of different scores, where

equal numbers indicate that rows or columns are equal. A design for the interaction with

the group variable consist of numbers from 0 to the number of different groups. A 0 means

that no association parameters have to be estimated for the group concerned.

- If a`-1' is specified for the number of groups, an interval level design is expected instead

of a nominal one. It should be stressed that in that case generally also an intercept has

to be included. This can be accomplished by specifying both a homogeneous RC-model

(as intercept) and a linearly restricted simple heterogeneous RC-model. The row and~or

column scores must be restricted to be equal for the intercept and the linear effects with

the symmetry option.

4.4 User defined designs

- User defined designs can be specified for the effects in the structural model or in the haz-

ard model. The user defined designs are fitted by means of the one-dimensional Newton

algorithm.

- A user defined design is specified within the braces `{}' of the structural or the hazard

model using the commands `eff(ect)', `cov(ariate)' or `fac(tor)'.

- An `effect' is the standard way to specify a design. A`covariate' is the same as an ef-

fect except that covariates do not need to be integer values. Effects and covariates make
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it possible to specify your own design matrix, like in log-linear analysis programs which
use the Newton-Raphson algorithm. By means of these commands linear or higher order

polynomials may be specified. Moreover, they allow for non-hiera.rchical models and for

models with equality restriction among parameters.

-`Factor' specifies (with numbers from one to the number of factors) which cells from

the margin concerned belong to the same effect, or contribute to the same minimal suf-

ficient statistic. This is a very compact way for specifying designs which consist only of

zeroes and ones. With factors it is easy to specify non-hierarchical models, models with

equality constraints between log-linear parameters, symmetry models, level models, age-

period-cohort-model etc. Actually, fitting the factors by means of the one-dimensional

Newton algorithm proposed by Goodman (1979) is the same as using the generalized IPF

algorithm.

- It is also possible to impose equality restrictions on the user defined across margins, that

is, across different sets of variables. This can be used, for example, to impose some of the

typical latent class restrictions on the conditional probabilities. For example, if both the

second order effects XA and X B and the first order effects A and B are specified to be

equal, the conditional probabilities will be equal for A and B. Of course, there are may

other applications in which we want to restrict interaction terms to be equal.

- Moreover, a combination of variables (group variables) can be specified for which the

user defined efFects~covariates~factors differ. Homogeneous models are equivalent to mod-

els with no grouping variable. In heterogeneous models, the user defined effects differ for

each group, while in simple heterogeneous models, the effects are equal for the different

groups except for a multiplicative scaling factor. These simple heterogeneous models are

in fact log-multiplicative models. They were proposed by Xie (1992) as a generalization of

Xie's association model presented in the previous subsection. Simple heterogeneous inter-

action terms are only available in models without latent variables and without response

indicators.

. cov(Gmargin 1 to n1,Cnumber of covariates~,Cgroup variables~,

Cmodel a, b or c~,G~ of groupsl)

. eff(Cmargin 1 to n),Cnumber of effects~,Cgroup variables),

Cmodel a, b or c1,C~ of groups~)
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. fac(Cmargin 1 to n~,Cnumber of factors~,Ggroup variables~,

Gmodel a, b or c~,c~ of groups~)

- First the n margins are specified for which the user defined effects must be constrained

to be equal.

- Then the number of effects is given. It should be noted that when using fac(. ..), the

use of redundant parameters will generally lead to faster convergence.

- A group margin may be specified for which the user defined effects differ. In that case,

also the type of interaction has to specified. Like in in the association models, `a' means

homogeneous or no interaction effect, `b' means simple heterogeneous or a multiplicative

scaling factor, and `c' means heterogeneous or a real interaction effect.

- If a group variable is specified, the number of different groups may be specified too. This

makes it possible to impose equality restrictions across groups.

- The designs are read in the order in which they are specified: the effects belonging to

the margins 1 to n first and then, if specified, the restrictions on the group variable. Let n

be the number of margins for which equality restriction must be imposed, x.~ the number

of categories in margin n, and y the number of effects~covariates or factors. In case of

cov( ) or eff( ), t?EM expects y effects consisting of xn numbers for every n. So the number

of numbers in a design is equal to ~n yxn. In case of fac(), ~EM expects xn numbers

for every n, where the numbers must be integers from 0 to y. A 0 means that no effect

is specified for the marginal cell concerned. The other numbers indicate to which effect

a particular marginal cell contributes. If equality restrictions on the interaction with the

group variable are specified, 1?EM expects also a design for the grouping variable. The

number of numbers is equal to the number of categories of the (joint) group variable. A 0

means no efFect for the group concerned. Numbers between 1 and the number of different

groups indicate which groups are equal.

4.5 Commands to specify the input format

The standard input format is a frequency table, but it is also possible to use record format

input. In log-linear models, it is always optional to use record format input. In hazard

models, it is only optional when you do not specify the begin points of the time categories

and when you do not specify the number of states.
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. rec(ords) Cnumber of records)

- Using this option you can specify the number of records to be read.

From here on order free:

. rco(unt):

- To read a count.

- Default: false.

. ski(p) [corder of the variables to be skipped~]

- If the datafile contains more variables than you want to use in the analysis, you

may skip (or sum over) the ones you don't need.

Onlv for hazard models:

. Tt~

- To read the time and state of entry in the risk-set (t0 and x0).

- Default: t0-0 and x0-0.

. epi(sodes) Cmaximum number of episodes or spells per record~.

- To specify the maximum number of episodes per record to be used in the analysis.

If a record contains more episodes they will be skipped.

- Default: 1.

The order in which the components of a record are read is:

1. csubgroup~: if the number of subgroupsll

2. Gvalues of the manifest variablesl

3. Ccountl: if rcount

4. Ct0,x01: if rt0

5. Gti,xil to Gtn,xnl: for i-1 to n-episodes

The episodes for each record are read until the state does not change between two episodes

(censored observation), or until the maximum number of episodes is reached. The remain-

ing episodes which are on the same line are skipped. So it is no problem at all if a record

contains more episodes than are actually used, but only if they are on the same line.
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4.6 Commands to change the settings

- The order of the commands in this section is free and they are all optional.

- You can change three types of settings: input, output and other settings.

Changing input settings

. fre(quencies)~dat(a) Gfile containing frequencies or recordsl~[Gfrequenciesl]

- To specify the file from which the observed frequencies for all the subgroups (or

the records) have to be read. You may also specify the frequencies between square

brackets.

- The last variable changes most quickly.

- The subgroups are read in the order they are specified.

- Default: the frequencies are read from the file `FREQ.I1~'P'.

. sta(rt-values) Geffect~margin~ Gfile containing start valuesl~[Gstart values~]

- By means of this option you can supply start values for the (multiplicative) effects

included in the structural or the measurement model. Moreover, start values may

be supplied for the (multiplicative) user defined designs.

- Start values or the hazard model are specified in the same way using the command

st(art -) h( azard ) .

. wei(ghts) Ceffect~marginl Gfile containing weights)~[Gweightsl]

- By this option you can specify a weight-matrix or an offset-matrix for any margin.

This ma.y be useful in log-rate models or in models with structural zeroes. Moreover,

this option makes it possible to include fixed effects in a model.

- Fixed effects for the hazard model are specified in the same way using the command

we(ight-)h(azard).

. des(ign) Cfilenamel~[Gdesign~]

- To specify the file from which the user defined designs and the restrictions used in

the association models have to be read. The designs may also be specified between

square brackets.

- Of course it is important to specify them in the right order. ~EM starts reading the

designs for the structural model followed by the ones for the measurement model.
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Lastly, the designs for the hazard model are read.

- The designs for the structura.l part of the model are read per modified path step or

marginal submodel. Within a particular submodel, first the designs for eff(. ..),

cov(. ..) and fac(. ..) are read, just in the order in which they are specified in

str(uctural-rnodel). Then the designs needed for the associations model are read,

a.lso in the order in which the are specified.

- The designs for the hazard model are read in the order in which they are specified.

- Default: the design vectors are read from the file `DES.INP'.

. cas(es) Cnumber of casesl

- To specify the number of cases.

- To check the number of cases in the table with observed frequencies.

. nor(malize)

- Using this option you can transform the scale of all user defined covariates. After

transformation they will have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

. add(-constant) Ca number~

- By means of this option you can add a constant to every cell of the observed table.

This can be useful if fitted zeroes occur as a result of zeroes in the sufficient statistics.

Note that a small number like 0.001 already solves this problem without disturbing

the sample size to much. However, Agresti (1990) showed that one must be cautious

with the use this option.

- This option can only be used in combination with table forma.t input.

Changing other settings

. see(d) Ca number~

- To change the seed of the pseudo random generator to get another series of random

start values.

- To check the identification of a model or the occurrence of a local maximum.

- Default: 1.

. ite(rations) Cmaximum number of iterations~

- To change the maximum number of iterations
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- Default: 200

. mit(erations) Gthe number M iterations~

- To change the number of M iterations within one EM cycle

- Default: 1

. cri(terion) Gminimum increase log-likelihoodl

- To change the stop criterion, the minimum increase in the log-likelihood

- Default: 0.0001

. ste(p~ize) Gfactor)

- To decrease the step size of the one-dimensional Newton algorithm which is used

to fit user defined designs and association model by some factor. So if, for example,

factor is 2, the step size is made 2 times smaller.

- A smaller step size may be useful is a step size of 1 leads to an increase of the

log-likelihood.

- A bigger step size can sometimes lead to faster convergence.

- Default: 1

Changing output settings

. nec(ho)

- To suppress the echo of the input in the output file.

. npa(rameters)

- To suppress printing of the log-linear parameters and the hazard ra.te parameters.

. nfr(equencies)

- To suppress printing of the observed and estimated expected frequencies.

. nla(tent-class-parameters)

- To suppress printing of the latent class parameters.

. nlo(g-linear)

- To suppress printing of the parameters of the log-linear model, the observed and

estimated expected frequencies and the latent class parameters.
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. wfi(t ) Gfilename~

- To write the estimated expected frequencies for the complete table to a file.

. wma(rgfit) Gmargin~ Gfilename~

- To write a specific margin of the estimated expected frequencies to a file.

- Hint: this option can be used to collapse a table over some dimensions. In that

case you must specify a saturated model for the original table.

- This command may be used only five times using different filenames.

. wfr(equencies) Gfilenamel

- To write the (estimated) observed frequencies to a file.

- Hint: this option may be used in combination with the command ski(p) to make

frequency tables from record format input.

. wla(ent-classification-probabilities) Gfilename~

- To write the latent classification probabilities, the modal class and the classification

error in case of modal allocation to a file. This is done for every manifest cell entry

or every record, depending on the input format.

. wha(zard) Gfilenamel

- Write the estimated expected hazard rates to a file.

. wsu(rvival-probabilities) Gfilename~

- Write the estimated expected survival probabilities to a file.

. wfa(ilures) Gfilename~

- Write the (estimated) observed failures to a file.

. wex(posures) Gfilenamel

- Write the (estimated) observed exposure times to a file.

5 The output

During the run of a job, the user is informed about the action that ~EM is performing.

After every iteration the log-likelihood, the increase in the log-likelihood, and for log-linear

models the value of de Likelihood-Chisquare (L2) are printed to the screen.
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The following items are printed to the output file if they are not. suppressed by a

command in the input file:

1. An echo of the input file

2. Some statistics

. number of iterations

. last increase in the log-likelihood

For the log-linear model:

Pearson-Chisquare (X2).

. Likelihood-Chisquare (L2)

. Index of dissimilarity (D)

. Number of degrees of freedom (df )

. Log-likelihood. However, the log-likelihood is not reported if a log-linear model

and a hazard model with missing data are estimated simultaneously because in

that case the likelihood is not separable. It that case, both the reported (X2)

and (L2) are wrong. So their value can only be used to get an indication of the

fit of the log-linear part of the model.

. Number of independently estimated log-linear parameters (npar)

a.
2 ~ (nabcdef - ~xy mxyabcde f

X - aócdef uxy mxyabcdef

2 ~ nabcdeJ
L - 2 nabcdef log r „

abcdef uxy mxyabcdef

D- ~ abs I naócdef -~ mxyaócdeJ ~ ~(2 N)
abcdef ` xy

df - number of independently observed frequencies - npar

For the hazard model:

. Pearson-Chisquare (X2)
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. Likelihood-Chisquare (L2)

. Number of degrees of freedom (df )

. Log-likelihood. However, the log-likelihood is not reported if a log-linear model

and a hazard model with missing data are estimated simultaneously because in

that case the likelihood is not separable. It that case, both the reported (~2)

and (L2) are wrong. So their value can only be used to get an indication of the

fit of the hazard part of the model.

. Number of independently estimated hazard parameters (npar)

2
2 ~ ~ (fabt - ~xy Fxyabt)

~ - abt `xY Fxyabt

L2 - 2~ fabt l~g
fabt

abt ~xy Fxyabt

df - max(a) max(ó) max(t) - npa.r

For the log-linear and the hazard model together:

. Total number of independently estimated parameters (npar)

. Log-likelihood

. Number of cases (N)

. BIC

. AIC

BIC - -2 log-likelihood ~ npar log N

AIC - -2 log-likelihood ~- npar 2

- Note that the definition of BIC and AIC used here difl'ers somewhat from the

one that is often used in contingency table analysis, i.e., the conditional BIC and

AIC. Using our definition, BIC and AIC will be always greater than zero, where

the model with the smallest value is the best one.
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- Furthermore, the number of fitted zeroes is reported. If fitted zeroes occur, it is not

always so easy to compute the right number of degrees of freedom. Moreover, the

regularity conditions needed to use the testing statistics presented above may not

be fulfilled. Clogg and Eliason (1987) give some advice on how to obtain the right

number of degrees of freedom. In many situations, one can subtract the number

fitted zeroes from the reported number of degrees of freedom to get the right df .

However, the number of estimated parameters may decrease as a result of fitted or

structural zeroes. This happens if the fitted zeroes are caused by a zero cell in a

margin which has to be reproduce according to the model, i.e., by a zero minimal

sufFicient statistic. In that case, the number of inestinlable parameters has to be

added to the reported number of degrees of freedom after subtracting the number

of fitted zeroes.

- If redundant parameters are included in the user defined designs, tlleir number has

to be added to the reported df and subtracted from the reported npar.

3. For the log-linear model, for every nonresponse subgroup the frequencies and some

statistics are reported.

. observed frequencies (n)

. estimated expected frequencies (m)

. standardized residuals (r)

. Pearson-Chisquare (X2)

. Likelihood-Chisquare (L2)

For subgroup ABCDEF (k" - 1) they are calculated as follows:

XI

L2 -1

rlabcdef

2
(nabcdef - ~xy mlxyabcdef )

~ ~xy mlxyabcdefabcdef

~ nabcdef
2 nabcdef log r ,~

abcdef uxy mlxyabcdef

.
(nabcdef - ~xy mlxyabcdef

~ ~xy mlxyabcdef
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and for subgroup ABCF (h' - 2):

(nabdf - ~xyce ~2xyabcdef

a~ ~xyce m 2xyabcdeff

L22

T2abdf

2 ~ nabdf log j ~abdf

abcdf `xyce m2xyabcdef

(nabdJ - ~ ~~ ~xyce 2xyabcdef

~
xyce m2xyaócdef

4. Then the log-linear and multiplicative parameters (,~ and exp(~3)) and the user de-

fined effects for all marginal tables and for the hazard model are reported. Further-

more, the number of fitted zeroes in the marginal cells which have to be reproduced

according to the assumed model is reported, that is, the number of zeroes in the

sufficient statistic. This information can be used to correct the reported number

of degrees of freedom. The effects belonging to the previous marginal table in the

modified path analysis (the fixed margin in the logit model) are not reported.

- The log-linear parameters are computed by mean removal on the logs of the cu-

mulated multipliers for each marginal cell which has to be reproduced. This implies

that efFect coding is used to identify the parameters, or that the parameters sum to

zero over every dimension. Using these multipliers makes it possible to get correct

parameter estimates in models with structural zeroes, fixed effects or user defined

effects. This would not be possible if the estimated expected frequencies would be

used to calculate the log-linear parameters.

- If the multipliers for the marginal cells which have to fitted according to the model

contain zeroes, the computation of the log-linear parameters is not straightforward

anymore. The solution that is chosen here is to skip the margins containing a zero

when calculating a. particular mean. This may lead to parameter estimates which

are not consistent with effect coding anymore. So one must be cautious with the

interpretation of the reported effects when zero margins occur.

- Furthermore, the values of the user defined designs and the parameters of the as-

sociation models are reported. They do not need to be calculated because they are

)'
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updated every iteration.

5. If latent variables are included in the log-linear model:

. latent and conditional probabilities (from equation 4)

. probability of making an assignment error by assignment to the modal class

(E)

. reduction in the classification error (lambda)

E - ~ 11 - max ~lfxy'abcded), ~Txyabcdef
abcdef l ` xy

[1 - ma~: (~xy)~ - F.
lambda -

1 - max(~rxy)
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6 Examples

In this section, a few examples of input files are presented. Their numbering corresponds

with the numbering of the examples on the program disk.

~~~ example la ~~`~

~ log-linear path model with latent variables: example used in the manual.
~` the measurement model is specified in the Goodman way.
lat 2
man 6
dim22322222
labXYABCDEF
indCDEF
str AB {AB}

XAB {XA,XB}
XYAB {XY,YA}

mea {XC,XD,YE,YF}
fre exLfre
ite 1000

~~`~` example lb ~`~~
~` log-linear path model with latent variables: example used in the manual.
~` the measurement model is specified as an ordinary log-linear model.
lat 2
man 6
dim22322222
str XAB {AB,XA,XB}

XYAB {XY,YA}
XYABCDEF {XC,XD,YE,YF} ran

fre exl.fre
ite 1000

~~~` example lc ~~~`
~` log-linear path model with latent variables and nonresponse: example
~ used in the manual.
~` C and E are missing for some persons.
~` response model is saturated missing at random (MAR).

res 1

lat 2
man 6
dim222322222
labKXYABCDEF
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sub ABCDEF ABDF
str XAB {AB,XA,XB}

XYAB {XY,YA}
XYABCDEF {XC,XD,YE,YF} ran
KXYABCDEF {KABDF}

fre exl.fre
ite 1000

~`~~` example 2c ~`~~`
~` data: Haberman, 1979 (Table 10.1).
~ latent class model with tau equivalent indicators; this implies equal
~ second order efFects.
~` T is an independent or external variable; A, B and C are indicators.
lat 1
man 4
dim23222
labXTABC
str XT {XT}

XTABC {A B C eff(XA,XB,XC,1)} ran
des [1 -1 -1 1

1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1~

fre [334 34 12 15 53 63 43 501
428 29 13 17 42 53 31 453
413 29 16 18 60 57 37 430)

~`~`~` example 2d ~`~`~
~ data: Haberman, 1979 (Table 10.1).
~` latent class model with parallel indicators, this implies equal first and
~ second order effects, or equal conditional response probabilities.
~ the restrictions are imposed via facO with 2 redundant parameters (2 and 4)
~ for faster convergence. Their number must be added to the reported df.

~` T(time) is an independent or external variable; A, B and C are indicators.
lat 1
man 4
dim23222
labXTABC
str XT {XT}

XTABC {fac(XA,XB,XC,4)} ran
des [1 2 3 4

1234
1 2 3 4]

fre [334 34 12 15 53 63 43 501
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428 29 13 17 42 53 31 453
413 29 16 18 60 57 37 430]

~`~`~` example 3b ~~`~
~ data: McCutcheon, SMR 1987 (Table 1).
~ multiple group latent class analysis.
~ G is the group variable; A, B and C are indicators.
~ heterogeneous model: XA, XB and XC differ for G.
lat 1
man 4
dim32243
labXGCBA
str {GXA GXB GXC} ran
fre [31 101 34 3 51 23 14 98 70 22 164 223

91 124 18 24 38 1G 15 52 31 32 49 49
37 109 28 6 49 24 19 121 111 28 164 241
88 88 13 12 24 1'2 24 39 25 23 66 38]

ite 1000

~~~ example 5 ~~~`
~ data: Formann, JASA 1992 (Table 1).
~ mixed logit model.
~` B is the dependent variable; A is the independent variable;
~` X is the finite mixture variable.
~` for X-1 the relation AB is linear.
~` for X-2 the relation AB is deterministic except for A-2.
~ via weight some P(B-b-A-a,X-2) are fixed to zero.
~ via eff() the relation AB is made linear for X-1.
lat 1
man 2
dim282
labXAB
str XA {X A}

XAB {XB eff(XAB,l)} ran
fre [55 0 41 8 42 18 37 18 31 22 16 37 4 47 0 50]
des [-77-55-33-1 11-13-35-57-7

0000000000000000]
wei ABX [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1011010101010101J
ite 1000
cri .00001
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~`~`~ example 6a ~~~
~` data: Hagenaars, SMR 1988 (Table 2).
~` local dependence model, or latent class model with a direct effect between
~` the indicators A and B.
~ the effect AB is assumed to be symmetrical.
lat 2
man 4
dim222222
labYZABCD
str YZ {YZ}

YZABCD {YA,ZB,YC,ZD,AB} ran
fre [193 44 26 34 103 77 15 58 58 16 32 48 84 54 60 283]
ite 500

~`~~` example 7a ~~~
~` dat.a: Fay, JASA 1986 (Table 1, lst column).
~ causal log-linear model for the response mechanism.
~ R- missingness of A, S- missingness of B.
~` nested or mononotone nonresponse pattern because subgroup A(R-1,S-2) is
~ empty; with weight the expected frequencies in these 2 cells are fixed
~` to zero; this number must be substracted from the reported df.
~` the response mechanism is ignorable.
res 2
man 2
dim2222
labRSAB
subABAB-
str SAB {AB,S}

RSAB {RB}
wei RS [1 0 1 1]
fre[137716

00
144
lo]

cri .oooooooool

~` ~` ~ example 8 ~ ~ ~`
~` data: Baker and Laird, JASA 1988.
~ nonresponse model in which the response indicator (R) depends on the
~ variable with missing data (Y).
res 1
man 3
dim2344
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labRYET
sub YET ET
str YET {YET}

RYET {YR}
ite 10000
cri .00001
fre [~ subgroup YET

43 54 39 40 168 205 174 203 453 527 488 552 284 307 334 354
161 179 189 175 430 486 533 508 582 670 717 623 221 212 235 211
10 27 8 9 39 69 51 45 77 150 108 83 42 65 60 38
~ subgroup ET
29 30 26 18 84 103 94 109 244 251 256 315 144 155 178 217]

~ ~` ~` example 9 ~` ~ ~`
~` data: Schluchter and Jackson, JASA 1989.
~` proportional hazard model with 1 partially observed covariate (F).
~` the nonresponse is assumed to be missing completely at random.
res 1
man 4
dim22222
labRFAPS
sub FAPS APS
str {FAPS R}
time 3[0 3 6 12]
haz{TFAPS}
rec 309
rcount
fre ex9.fre
nfr

~~`~ example lOb ~~`~`
~` data: Orin-survey 1983.
~` hazard model with a latent covariate.
~` duration variables: timing of first, second and third births.
~` 0- education, A and B- two family related attitudes,
~` E and F- two work related attitudes.
man 5
lat 1
dim443333
labXOABEF
indOABEF
time 19
risk 4 [0,1] [1,2] [2,3)
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haz {TR,XR}
zero
rec 846
episodes 3
rt0
fre exl0.fre
nfre
ite 10000
seed 4

~ cox proportional hazard model

~~`~ example lla ~~~
~` data: Clogg, JASA 1982 (Table 2).
~ ordinary log-linear model: no third order interaction.
man 3
dim 3 4 5
labLRC
str LRC {LR LC RC}
freq exll.fre

~` ~` ~` example 11b ~ ~ ~`

~` data: Clogg, JASA 1982 (Table 2).
~ association model type I.
~` homogeneous linear-by-linear interactions for RC, RL and CL.
man 3
dim 3 4 5
labLRC
str LRC {L R C assl(R,C,2a) assl(R,L,2a) assl(C,L,2a)}
freq exll.fre

~`~~` example llf ~~`~`
~ data: Clogg, JASA 1982 (Table 2).
~ association model type II.
~` simple heterogeneous row and column efFects for RC.
man 3
dim 3 4 5
labLRC
str LRC {LR LC ass2(R,C,5b)}
freq exll.fre

~`~`~ example 12b ~`~~`
~ data: Clogg, JASA 1982 (Table 3).
~ via weight the consistent response patterns (1,1,1,1), (2,2,2,2),
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~` (3,3,3,3) and (4,4,4,4) are fixed to zero; so df is 4 lower than reported.
~` association model t,ype II.
~ equal scores for R, C and L in all partial association.
man 3
dim444
lab L R C
st.r LRC {L R C ass2(R,C,5a,a) ass2(R,L,5a,a) ass2(L,C,5a,a)}
freq exl2.fre
wei LRC exl2.wei

~`~`~ example 13b ~`~`~
~ data: Hagenaars, Social Science Research 1986 (Table 3).
~` latent class model with two latent. variables.
~ quasi-symmetry model for WY via facO; 3 redundant parameters (3,5 and 6)
~ for faster convergence; this number must be added to reported df.
~ start values to impose a turnover structure on WY.
lat 2
man 4
dim333333
labWYCDAB
indABCD
str {W,Y,fac(WY,6)}
mea {WA,WB,YC,YD}
des [1 2 3

245
356]

sta WY [10 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 10]
freq exl3.fre
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Disclaimer and bugs

It should be emphasized that ~EM is distributed without any warranty on the part of

the author. Because several modules of Version 0.11 of t?EM have not yet been tested

thoroughly, some errors are unavoidable. The author would be very grateful if the user

would be kind enough to send a report of detected errors, enclosing input and output files.

Any further suggestions for the improvement of the program are welcome too. Please send

to:

Jeroen Vermunt
Department of Methodology
Faculty of Social Sciences
Tilburg liniversity
P.O. Box 90153
5000 LE Tilburg
The Netherlands

E-mail: vermuntCkub.nl
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